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By Richard L. Moore and Herman E. Thomason
SUMMARY
The ST-IZ4 platform is a four gimbal platform. Each gimbal
r_solves two orthogonal vectors about the third orthogonal axis; there-
fore, resolvers are fixed to the gimbal pivot points to furnish attitude
signal for vehicle control. The resolvers are connected in a chain to
provide the coordinate transformation computations. The chain is
unique because two separate carrier frequencies are utilized in a
single chain to provide yaw, roll, and pitch signals that would other-
wise require two complete resolver chains. The two frequencies are
demodulated in the guidance computer since the phasing of the signals
is significant.
INTRODUCTION
To steer a vehicle, such as the Saturn, in space requires:
1. A knowledge of the existing location of the vehicle
2. A knowledge of the location of the target or destination
3. A calculation of the proper action to take the vehicle from
its present location to the destination
4. A system for converting the calculated action in paragraph
3 into vehicle dynamics.
While this is an over-simplification of the problem, it will suffice
for this discussion.
2Paragraph l, describing the existing location of the vehicle, con-
sists of translation in X, Y, and Z, and rotation about X, Y, and Z.
This is the function of the platform.
Paragraph Z is the mission.
Paragraph 3 is the function of the navigation computer.
Paragraph 4 is a function of the control computer and actuators.
A block diagram of this system is shown in FIGURE 1.
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This block diagram does not show such devices as sun seekers,
rate gyros, etc. Note that the loop is closed twice; through the gimbal
angles and through the accelerometers.
This paper will deal with that part of the block diagram shown in
the dotted lines, labeled "resolver chain. "
Symbol
Xm
Ym
M
Xc
Yc
Z c
C
U
V
W
P
yaw
roll
pitch
R
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS
Definition
Unit vector through Fin I
Unit vector along the longitudinal axis
Unit vector equal to X m x Ym
Coordinate system containing Era' Ym' and "Zm
Unit vector in the direction of the program position
of Fin I
Unit vector in the direction of the program position of
the longitudinal axis
Unit vector equal to Xc x Yc
Coordinate system containing Xc, Yc' and Z c
Unit vector in inertial space; normally down range
Unit vector in inertial space ; normally up at liftoff
Unit vector in inertial space equal to U x V
Coordinate system containing U, V, and W
Attitude error in Xm
Attitude error in'Ym
or yaw
or roll
or pitch
m
Attitude error in Z
m
Directed line. A rotation about R will reduce all attitude
errors to zero
The amount of rotation about R to reduce all attitude
errors to zero
4Symbol
Or
OPL
ey
eOp
Xz
Xy
Xx
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
k
G
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS (Cont'
Definition
Roll gimbal angle
Pitch limited gimbal angle
Yaw gimbal angle
Outer pitch gimbal angle
Euler angle program
Angle between
Angle between
Angle between
Angle between
Angle between
Angle between
Angle between
Angle between
Angle between
_c and _m
_c and _m
X c and Z m
Yc and X m
and
C m
YC and 2 m
Z c and X m
Zc and _fm
2 c and _Zm
A matrix describing the relation between C and M
Angle between (_mX rf c) andXc
Rotation about _c
F Rotation about Z c
Symbol
Z_
h A
hB
_x
_z
A
B
E
C
D
F
Op L o
t
DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS (Contld)
Definition
Rotation about Yc
Value of h after rotation
Value of h after rotation _ and I"
Value of h after rotation _, 1_, and A
d_
dt
Xm component of _
m
Ym component of
_'m component of _
Re solve r input s
Re solver outputs
Zero value of epL
DISCUSSION
A resolver chain is used to perform the function of the block
diagram enclosed in the dotted line in FIGURE 1, This function is to com-
pare the program position of the vehicle {as described by the navigation
•computer) to the actual position of the vehicle (as described by the
platform gimbal angles) and to supply the control computer with the
information that it needs to turn the vehicle into the position described
by the navigation computer. A review of the kinematics involved is
presented to give a better understanding of how this is accomplished.
Define a set of cartesian coordinates made up of unit vectors "Xm,
_r-m, and Z--m where _'m is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
vehicl_ and passes tl_rough Fin 1, Ym is along the longitudinal axis of
the vehicle, and Zm = Xm x _m is the vector or cross product of
_m and _m. Rotation about _m is yaw, about Tm is roll, and about
_m is pitch. This is the "M" coordinate system (FIGURE Z).
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Define a second set of cartesian coordinates made up of unit
vectors X c, Yc' and Z c. These are the axes of the command position
of the vehicle described by the navigation computer. Again _ is
through Fin I, r/c is along the longitudinal axis and Zc = Xc x _c" This
is the "C" coordinate system.
Define a third set of cartesian coordinates made up of unit
vectors U, V, and W, which are the coordinates of the platform, or
inertial space. The orientation of these vectors to an observer on
earth is established by the platform erection system prior to liftoff.
A likely orientation at some time (t), prior to liftoff is _ coincident
with X m, V coincident with Ym, and W coincident with Z m. This is
the "P" coordinate system.
"P" is the invariant inertial reference to which all motions are
referred after liftoff. The origin of M, C, and P are coincident.
The resolver chain is to provide signals to the control computer
to turn M into C.
HGURE 3
From FIGURE 3, it can be seen that rotation about X m will affect
the relation of Ym to Yc, and Z m to Zc, but will not affect the relation
of Xm to Xc" This is true for each axis in turn. Therefore, to turn
"Xm into X c, a motion about _m and Zm is required.
If errors exist (M not coincident with C) in all axes simultaneously,
the resolver chain should provide the control computer information so
Ym
R
FIGURE 4
that one motion will reduce all three errors to zero. This information
is the location of some axis of rotation R, and some amount of rotation
c_ (angle) that will simultaneously turn FTn into _c, Ym into Yc' and
7"m into 7"c (FIGURE 4). First thoughts would indicate that the rotation
could be distributed between the axes and M in the aame ratio as R is
distributed, by the direction cosines between Y_rn and R, Ym and R, and
_rn and R giving:
yaw = G cos //_m R
roll = c, cos/_m R
4) pitch = _ cos //_m R
(I)
where _ yaw, _b roll, and _b pitch represent the error in each axis.
However, this is not true because angles cannot be treated as
vectors, but it is a very good approximation for small errors between
M and C.
This is the same approximation as saying:
yaw = Xm comp (Ym x Vfc + Zm x _c)
roll = Y--m comp (Xm
pitch = _'m comp (Xm
x Xc + Em x Zc)
x Xc + ?m x Yc)
where _ = (X mxXc + YmX _/c + ZmX Zc) in the R direction.
The component may be expressed as a dot or scalar product between
the vector and component direction:
yaw = Xm "
roll = _fm
pitch = Zm
(Ymx _c + _mX _c )
x + x Zc)
(Xmx Xc +Ymx _c )"
(z)
Th/s may be shown to be untrue by noting in FIGURE 5 that _ moves into
_c' not inaplane but on the surface of a cone. _ • (Ymxr_c +7"mX
Y.c) states that the motion is in the Xrn _c plane.
. 9
I Xc
_m Plane ABC approximates
conic section ABC.
FIGURE 5
Again, if _r is small, a plane approximates the conic section. If
is large, this approximation cannot be used.
_r
The information needed for either the approximate or exact ca1-
culation is a description of lvi and C in a common coordinate system.
The M-coordinate system is chosen, since the vehicle control actuators
are fixed in this system. C, then, must be expressed in M. To derive
the instrumentation needed to express C in M, it is necessary to be
aware of the kinematics involved.
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The ST-IZ4 is constructed with the gimbals arranged as shown in
FIGURE 6.
Starting from the inside, the gimbal angles are 0 roll, 0 pitch
limited, 0 yaw, and 0 outer pitch. Prior to liftoff with U ='Xm, V='Ym,
and W = 7. m, angle 0 roll is alongV and Ym; 0 pitch limited and 0 outer
pitch are along _ and Zm; and 0 yaw is along IY and _m"
The angles e rollj, e pitch_ limited 0 yaw_
describe the relation that exists between P and
algebra this may be expressed as:
and 0 outer pitch
M. Froni matrix
cos Or 0 sin Or IIcos 0pL - sin OpL 0
0 ,o
r!
-sin Or Ocos 0_[ 0 0 1
[1!°cos Oy -
s in Oy
0 ]Ic°s0Op-sin0op 0
sin0yllsin0op cos0op 0
cos 0_ 0 0 1
Ym
2m
which may be written as:
These matrices give the P coordinates in M.
(3)
The Euler angle which is the output of the navigation computer
(Xz, Xx, and Xy) may be thought of as imaginary gimbal angles of an
imaginary gimbal system connecting the command position vehicle to
the platform as shown in FIGURE 7.
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When the program is zero, Xz is in the Z or W directio% Xx is in
___C
the-U or Xc direction, andXy is in the V or Yc direction. The reason
for describing the command position in this manner is covered later.
To express the C coordinates in terms of the P coordinates, from
matrix algebra:
Xc
Yc
Zc
c°sXz-sin'i]il0 0!Icos yOsin Ysin X z cosX z 0 cOS×x-sinX x 0 1 0
0 0 0 sin ×y cos Xx[ -sinXy 0 sin Xy
U
V
W
which may be written:
I l: I× 1l×xlI× 1 •
Combining equations 3 and 4:
which gives the C coordinates in M. Expanding equation 5 yields,
Icl
COS a
= -cos d
cos g
cos b -cos c
cos e cos f
-cos h cos k
[M I (6)
where, from analytic geometry, cos a, cos b, cos c, cos d, cos e,
cos f, cos g, cos h, and cos k are the direction cosines between the
six vectors _m, _m' Zm' _c' _c' and _c;and a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h,
and k are the direction angles between _m, _fm, Zm, _c, _c, and Z c.
Equation 6 may be written as:
Matrix [G [ then contains all the information needed for an approxi-
mate or exact kinematic solution to the motion needed to make the errors
become zero.
Since the nine direction cosines in matrix [G[ are known, the approx-
imate and exact solution may be formulated. From equation Z, the
approximate solution is :
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yaw :_m " (_mx _c + Zrnx Z c)
_b roli = Ym (_m x _c + Zm x _c )
_b pitch = _'m " (xrnx Xc + _mX Yc )"
In deriving YmX rf c in terms of direction cosines, consider the
unit sphere,a portion of which is shown in FIGURE 8.
Yc 0
C
FB3URE 8
The angles in FIGURE 8 correspond to the angles in G The only
angle shown in Figure 8 that is not in I G[ is angle _I'. Angle xI, is de-
fined as the angle between (_m x _c ) and 5_c.
_/D x _c has a magnitude Isin e] in a direction perpendicular to
the_rfmY c plane, or perpendicular to e. Ym x Yc is also perpendicular
to Yc, and hence lies in the _[^_. plane. (The negative of _m x Yc isC
shown in FIGURE 8 for clarity. )
The magnitude of the component of Yc x Ym along Xc (a scalar)
is (sin e cos _'), which is expressed in equation 8.
Xc " (_mx _c ) = sin e cos xI,. (8)
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Using
NOP gives :
spherical trigonometry on the right
sin e -
sine =_
sin (90 ° - h)
sin (90 ° - _)
cos h
cos
cos h = sin e cos _.
Then, from equations 8 and I0:
Xc " (_/mX _c ) = COS h.
In a like manner, it may be shown that
2 c (Ym x Yc ) = cos b.
Taking each vector of M in turn ,
4) yaw = cos h+ cos f
_b roll = cos c + cos g
4) pitch = cos b + cos d
spherical triangle
(9)
(lO)
(11)
(1Z)
(13)
If dp yaw, _) roll, and _b pitch are small (tr small), then:
cos h = cos f
cos c =cos g (14)
cos b _cos d
which may be demonstrated as shown in FIGURES 9A and 9B.
First consider a rotation about X_ an amount ft. Then h = 90°+
and f = 90 ° - fl, and(- cosh) = (+ cos f_=(+ sin _).
D
If _m is displaced from X__ an amount F parallel to the XcY c plane
and an amount A parallel to the Xc_. c plane to give a general displace-
ment, the r"motion does not effect the value of h (h A = h B) and the A
motion does not effect the value of f. The A motion will have a very
14
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small effect upon h. The exact value of this effect is difficult to show
but may be approximated by hcf-- h(l + sin I_ sinA). The /X motion
primarily represents rotation of the _m vector about its self with very
little displacement of the vector from its initial position. Similarly,
I _ has only a small effect upon f.
If the errors are small (_ small), then:
_) yaw = Z cos f
roll = 2 cos c
pitch = 2 cos b.
(15)
For an approximate solution, only three of the nine terms of IGI
are needed. If the error between M and C is large (a large), then an
angle cannot be treated as a vector. For an exact solution, both the
angle and the rate must be given. If a is differentiated and _ is ob-
tained, _ will lie along R. Then _a may be broken into components
according to direction cosines, because_c_ is a vector. For a large _,
equation 14 is not valid. The rates then are:
= (cos h + cos f)
_y =D_ (cos c + cos g)
_z =_c_ (cos b + cos d).
(is)
Dcr may be derived from _ in accordance with the dynamics of the
problem. This is not considered here. From quaternions or Eulcrs
parameters, it may be shown that:
or
c_/_/.= i + cos a + cos e + cos kcos z
4
/ cos_ 1 1 + cos a + cos e + cos kcg 2
4
(17)
Here all nine terms of _GI are needed.
Resolvers are used to instrument these systems. The resolver
inputs and outputs are shown in FIGURE 10.
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FIGURE I0
The circuit shown in FIGURE Ii results from the addition of a
third lead to the resolver shown in FIGURE I0.
A
B
E
FIGURE 11
C =A cos @ + B sin e + 0E
D = - A sin 0 + B cos O + 0E
F =0A +0B +lE
The matrix for the output of the resolver in FIGURE 11 is:
C
D
F
t cos e sin O 0
= sin e cos O 0
0 0 1
A
B
E
(19)
The rows may be interchanged and the columns may be inter-
changed by the electrical hookup. Hence, with a resolvei', all the
matrices in equations 3 and 4 can be generated, and the output of a
chain of resolvers can be made equal to IGI. The hookup of such a
chain is shown in FIGURE 1Z.
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However, note that if M were expressed in terms of C that:
I cos a cos d -cos g
IMI = -cos b cos e cos h
cos c -cos f cos k
Icl. (zo)
This matrix contains exactly the same information as 1(3t. The
chain for this matrix is:
FIGURE 13
The chain in FIGURE 13 is easier to instrument than the chain in
FIGURE IZ because the input to the resolver chain is located in the navi-
gation computer near the exciting oscillator. The higher power levels
are kept confined to a small area. Otherwise, the choice is immaterial.
The chain in FIGURE 13 is used in the ST-IZ4.
Certain changes in impedance level, voltage gradient and power
occur as the signal passes through the resolver. To have the signal
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by passing the resolver compatible with the signal through the resolver,
impedance networks are placed in the signal oath of the by-pass signal.
These are shown in the boxes in FIGURES lZ and 13.
On the output, it is necessary to separate the signal due to X, d_e
to Y and due to Z (inputs). There are several ways to do this; for ex-
ample, make Xm one frequency, _m a second frequency, and _m a
third frequency. Also, three chains could be used, .exciting only X m
in one, only _rm in the second, and only _m in the third. Other methods
are time sharing or sampling, and so forth.
Note that for the approximate solution, only two inputs are needed
to generate the three terms in the matrix.
In normal flight, the attitude error is not expected to exceed 5 °
The approximate solution is accurate to better than 1/Z percent for
attitude errors of 10 °, and this error approachs zero as angle a goes
to zero. The zero or null of the error signal is exact.
For the ST-124, the approximate solution is instrumented using
two frequencies and one chain. The oscillators for driving the ST-124
resolver chain"
1. Have a frequency stability of such a value that the filter
characteristics on the output do not change over the range of f + Af,
and the resolver characteristics are very nearly constant for f + Af.
2. Deliver the maximum power to the load, yet keep all
resolvers well below magnetic saturation.
3. Have a ratio of fundamental frequency to harmonics so
there is no apparent null shift or other resolver characteristic change.
4. The output impedance should be low to make the output
signal independent of any AZ impedance change of the resolver chain
because of shaft rotation or other disturbance.
The resolvers to be used on the ST-124 are being developed by a
vendor; and, until the design is finished and parameters are given, it
is impractical to put exact numerical values on the source design.
However, experience in resolvers indicates the order of magnitude of
the source parameters.
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Some of these orders of magnitude are:
1. Frequency stability at 1600 cps and 1900 cps is + 10 cps.
g. Power output is 5 watts per oscillator; saturation is a
function of NI maximum and, as both primary windings are excited,
the maximum instantaneous NI = NlI1 maximum + NzIz maximum.
(Note: This means the power per oscillator is 1/4 the power that could
be used if there were only one oscillator. ) The first resolver is the
only one where saturation is a consideration because the resolvers are
connected for less than maximum power transfer.
3. The ratio of the fundamental frequency to harmonics
should be approximately 20 to 1.
4. The source output voltage is anticipated to be 26 volts
with a gradient on the output of the chain of 0.25 volt/degree.
The reason for expressing the program in the angles shown in
FIGURE 7 can be demonstrated. If the commands are given in yaw,
pitch, and roll, the attitude of the vehicle is not defined.
Consider the case at some time, t, after liftoff when a command
of 90 ° roll, 90 ° yaw, and 90 ° pitch has been given. In what order or
what steps these commands have been given is not known. FIGURE I4
shows the final positions of the vehicle after a 90 ° movement in yaw,
Clearly, these arepitch, and roll (a), and pitch, roll, and yaw (b).
not in the same final position.
",--4
FIGURE 14
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The imaginary gimbals shown in FIGURE 7 have three gimbals for
complete freedom in all axes; the mechanical system requires four
gimbals to reduce the torque applied to the platform because of vehicle
dynamics. This effect is called gimbal lock and is illustrated in FIGURE
15.
i
U
U
FIGURE 15
After a 90 ° yaw motion, the imaginary gimbal system has no
freedom in the Yc or W direction. Any motion about Yc'then will exert
a torque on the platform in the W direction.
Note that X - and X are attached to the same gimbal ring, hence
x y
Xx is always perpendicular to Xy. If an additional gimbal could be
inserted perpendicular to both X_ and X.., there would always be
_- y
freedom in all axes. This design is used on the platform. The angle
21
@PL is always kept in its zero position (ePLo) so that 8pL,
8y are mutually perpendicular. Then, in the steady state,
to FIGURE 6 and 7:
@r ' and
referring
X z = 0Op
ix= 0y
Xy=0 r
0 = 0pL.
(Zl)
Here, any perturbation of the vehicle about the platform is
absorbed by 0 r, O.-,--,r._ and Oy. Any command or program motion is
absorbed by 0 r, 0y, and 0Op. In the vehicle, the perturbations are
small, allowing a restricted range on 0pL. This is + ZO° in the
ST -124.
A control system to hold 0pL = 0pL_ (steady state) is needed.
This control system is involved with the p_atform stabilization loops.
The platform angles Or , OpL, and Oy are driven by gyro stabilizer
servo loops. 0Op is driven by a servo loop to maintain 0pL = OpL o-
One way to drive 0Op is with a null position pick-off located on {gpL.
A block diagram of such a loop is shown in FIGURE 16.
Gimbal
Geometry
,, COS
FIGURE 16
Motor
Tach
I
Ij 8UP
The motion in 0pL because of the motion in OOp is:
0pL = OOp cos Oy.
To compensate for the cos Oy term, a secant 8y is added as shown
in FIGURE 17
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The difficulty here is to instrument a secant function.
the secant function instrumentation,
shown in FIGURE 18.
Xz
To avoid
another loop for driving HOp is
{>OP
I
I
I
' Motor
__t_
FIGURE 18
The loop will drive 8Op until it is equal to X z. The premise for
this control loop is that if COp = X z and all errors are zero (steady
state) then:
8r = Xy
ey = X x
•80p = X z
epL = 0.
%0
23
FIGURE 6 and 7 show that this is one condition that can exist.
To show that it is a unique condition, consider:
If OpL = OPLo, then 0 r = Xy, 0y = X x, and 0Op = X z.
If OpL _ 0_T and the error is zero, the motion about OpL must
_r-.Lj O
be absorbed by Or and Oy. (0Op is held equal to'× z. )
However, Or and 0y are both perpendicular to 0pL, and hence
cannot absorb any motion about 0pL.
Therefore, 0pLmust equal OpL o.
If the attitude error is greater than 20 ° (in OpL), the gimbal
will hit the stops and tumble the platform. On a mission where the
vehicle attitude error could be greater than 20 ° , either another
system to hold OpL = OpL ° must be used, or another system used
for a backup when 0pL is greater than 15 °.
CONCLUSION
A unique system has been provided in the platform resolver
chain for coordinate transformation in the normal flight mode of
operation for attitude control, alignment, and various stabilization
and mechanization functions in the platform. Another method would
be to have velocity control only, which would give control over trans-
lational but not rotational motion. Encoders could be placed on the
platform gimbal shafts, with all calculations made in a digital computer.
The problem could be approached from a dynamic rather than a
kinematic point of view. This would combine the functions of the
resolver chain and the control computer into one system.
Since the physical systems are less than ideal, the approximate
solution is comparable to the other vehicle system. It behaves as the
exact solution if the approximation of equation 14 is not used.
NASA-Langley, 1962
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